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ABSTRACT
The results of a questionnaire designed to

investigate Puerto Rican students' attitudes toward learning English
show that there is a predominantly positive attitude toward
English-as-a-second language in the Puerto Rican town studied in this
survey. The questionnaires solicit information from students in
grades five through eight concerning personal data, students' contact
with English, amount of English used, parental attitudes, and student
attitude toward learning English. The shortcomings of Puerto Ricols
standardized English curriculum may result from inappropriate
teaching methods rather than from a negative attitude on the part of
the students. The students may be receiving too much language
material in too little time without reinforcing what is learned in
class through use outside of class. English might be better taught as
a foxvign language. English and Spanish versions of the
questionnaires are provided along with graphs illustrating the
results of this survey. MO
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MEPACE

In rny dIscussien involving attitudes, there are opt to be

more questions raised by the reader than ore answered by the

author. The following study is certainly no exception to the

above statement. Therefore, While reviewing the material

?resented in this report, it is imlortant for the render to

keep in mind that the primary goal of the study is to discover

the attitudes of the students toward Engliih as a second

longurqse in either positive or negative terms. The under-

lying rensons pertaining to the expressed positive or nos.ntive

attitudes are suggested only in reference to the available

data from the questionnaire and from the author's bersonal

observations as a teacher of English as a second language.

The reader will note that there is a distinction made by the

author between attitudes toward English as a second language

and attitudes toward the components of the formal English as

a secod language classroom situation.

The series of graphs contained in the appendix are m toit to

aid the reader in understanding the material presente in the

body or the report. The numerical percentages on the graphs

represent totals for grades five through eight of ach

school.
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A stody of Student Att4udes Toward English as a Second Language in Puerto Rico

though Spanish ia considered the native language of the

Island, throughotAt ludh of Puerto Rico's modern history,

there has been conaiderable controversy surrounding the

Official language or instruction in the Island's educational

Oistem. The roots of the controversy lie in the nineteenth

Oehtury, When tha Spanish-American War of 1898 resulted in

the acouisition Of Puerto Rico by the United States.

Acginning in 1900 Iihen the first Commissioner of Education

waa appointed by the United States government, there followed

A forty-eight year period when the official policies regarding

Os respective places of English and Spanish in the educational

07stem fluctuated dramatically. When luerto Rico was granted

OoMmonwealth status from the United States in Two, and as a

emit, gained control over its own educational system, it

was decided that the language of instruction would be Spaniah.

Anglish was made a preferred subject and was to be taught as

A second language from grades one through twelve. At present,

with this policy remaining in effect, the status of English

0 still the subject of much debate within all levels of the

Puerto Rican soc3.ety, The topics for disdussion range from

the proper methodology for instruction to the exclusion of

Anglish fram the curriculum entirely. Perhaps these points

a contention ero llot yet settled in their final form, but

Oven the fact twit tale present policy is in effect and that

the expressed goal of the policy is to produce a person Who
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is competent in both Engliah and Spanish, there ramains the

problem of achieving the desired objectives in light of the

above mentioned controversies.

As teacher in the public school system, this author has

witnessed numerous expressions of opinion regarding English

within the educational system. Perhaps the aomment heard

most often is that the students do not like English class.

The extended meaning of such a statement will vary with the

person speaking, but most people seem to imply that the

students do not like English as a subject and as a result

are not learning .glish. In terms of the goal of the

Ministry of Education, it is difficult, if not impossible,

to evaluate the accomplishments of the English program with-

out the aid of valid diagnostic tests. To date, there are no

such tests available, though some work has been started in

that direction. Therefore, the effectiveness of the present

program is left ouen to speculation, but judging from what

seams to be the prevailing opinion expressed by teachers and

students, one would be forced to assume that the program is

not achieving its full potential due to the students' nega-

tive attitude toward English. In assessing such an assumption,

it is necessary to consider some of the broader aspects of

second language learning as related to Puerto Rico.
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Ln Puerto Rico, as well as in all other places, the degree to

Which a person learns a second language is dependent upon a

great number of personal factors, not all of Which can readily

be accounted for. According to Bernard Spolsky, as reported

in the February, 1971, issue of the TESOL Newsletter, there

are four significant factors related to second language

acquisition. The factors he reported are: method of instruc-

tion; age; aptitude; and attitude.1 Other more specific

factors generally will fall under the broader titles listed

above. On method of instruction, various studies have

brought into question the proposition that one method is

significantly better than another. Each method tends to

stress a different aspect of production with a resulting

rise in the learner's ability to produce within that area.

In Puerto Rico, the principles and methods utilized for the

teaching of English as a second language are identified with

Dr. Charles C. Fries, who led in the development of a series

of teacher's guides and textbooks used by the Department of

Education throughout the Island for all grade levels. Thus,

Puerto Rico has attempted to standardize the method of instruc-

tion within ite schools, since each teaching step is soelled

out in detail for the teacher to follow. English supervisors

are employed by the Department of Education to insure that

the established method of instruction is adhered to by the

teachers. This does not imply that the individual classroom
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teacher always follows the textbook procedures explicitly,

but it is doubtful that any radical changes in method exist

in a significant number of cases. In Puerto Rioo, the ability

of the teacher to use English probably has a greater effect

on what goes on in the classroom than the prescribed method

of instruction, since a higher level of ability will allow

the teacher to be more innovative in am:dying the textbook

material. Whether or not the pl2esent prescribed method is

the best possible for teaching English as a second language

to Puerto Rican children is a question that is open to specu-

lation. It is not unreasonable to suggest that the English

curriculum could be a factor in producing negative attitudes

in both the teachers and the students. Spolskyls second

factor, age, represents a generally accepted variable in

second language acquisition. The optimum period for second

language acquisition is pre-puberty with a seemingly greater

difficulty encountered beyond that stage. For the students

in Puerto Rico, formal English instruction begins in the

first grade and continues through to grade twelve. Aptitude

toward second, language learning is the third factor outlined

by Spolsky, Obviously it can be assumed that the children

possess some degree of aptitude toward language learning,

though it will vary among individuals. The fourth factor,

attitude, often accounts for variations in the other learning

factor mentioned above. In Puerto Rico, owing to the amount
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of controversy surrounding the teaching of English as a second
language, attitudes may be a significant

factor influencing
the achievements of the English program. According to Joseph
Kavetsky in his article dealing with teacher training in
Puerto Rico, the students' attitude toward English must be
positive for effective learning to take place.2 Since a
positive attitude is essential for the learning of a second
language, and Puerto Rico has a history of cnntroversy
surrounding the use of English in its school system, it is
important to begin an assessment of the Island's English
program with an examination of attitudes. While the attitudes
possessed by teachers have an influence on the children,
central to the program are the attitudes of the students,
since they are the ones who are faced with prospects of
learning. The initial step is to evaluate how the students
feel toward English as a second language. Once this is
accomplished, then it is feasible to look deeper into the
attitudinal components of English as a formal subject in the
classroom. During a study of the latter topic, such things
as methodology, age and aptitude could be considered.

Thu*ar, the discussion has centered around the Island-wide
English program. In an attempt to critically view the attitudes
of the students toward English as a second language, the
following study was confined to one Puerto Rican community.
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Since conditionS vary around the Island, no attempts will be

made to generalize the findings for the entire Island, though

it is suspected that the results would Drove valid if applied

to a much wider area than the single community under consider-

ation. The basis for this observation is that the question-

naire utilized in the study was applied at random to schools

outside the study area with the results proving similar. The

focal point of the study is the community of Quebradillas,

which is located on Route 2, approximately seventy miles west

of the capital city of San Juan. Most guides list the popula-

tion of Quebradillas as 13,000, but this figure includes the

People living in outlying areas surrounding the town proper.

The :lain source of income for the community comes- from light

industry and services supplied to the surrounding agricultural

community. Tourism is a source of income, but it is limited

to a mnall portion of the communityls wealth. The three

schools utilized in the study represent the total student

population of the community for the grades five through eight.

They can be classified into three types: rural, urban, and

private. Both the rural and the urban schools are public

institutions. The rural school, S.U. Luis MuRoz Rivera, is

located in barrio Los Cocos about five miles from the center

of Quebradillas. Most people refer to the school simply as
tont

Cocos, and that name 43171:A.+ be applied whenever the school is

referred to in this paper. The majority of the students at



Cocos live in barrio Los Cocos or the surrouding area. The

school contains the grades one through nine. There were

270 students from Cocos participating in the study. The urban

school is actually two separately administered units, but they

are located adjacent to one another and share the same physical

structures. The elementary school is named Ramon E. Betances,

and the junior high is named Manuel Ortiz de Renta. For

convenience they will be referred to by the more locally

popular name of Betances. Together the schools cover grades

one through nine, with the break between elementary and junior

high coming at the sixth grade. Betances is located in the

center of Quebradillas, and the majority of its students cane

fran the community itself, although a number of students

commute from outlying areas. The total number of students

from Betances participating in the study was 435. The third

school is the Colegio San Rafael, which is a private, Catholic

supported, elementary school. Unlike the public schools,

ssc,ribQwhich ascribe to the official policy of using the vernacular

for all subjects, San Rafael attempts to conduct all classes

in English. More flexibility is allowed in the methods used

for English instruction, though the desired goals are the same

as for the public schools. San Rafael is also located in the

center of Quebradillas, but it draws its student body fram a

wider area than either Cocos or Betances. Because of tuition

charges and its relatively small size, San Rafael is fairly
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restrictive in its admission policies. Colegio Sam Rafael
tra. -(1L v

covers the grades one through eight. t0-15 students from San

Rafael participated in the study.

Three methods of research were utilized in gathe4,i2g the

necessary data for the study. The first was peraomal obser-

vations by the author as a result of having spent the 1970-71

academic year as a teacher of English as a second language in

the Cocos elementary school. The author taught two sixth

grade classes and one fourth grade class. The scond method

was conversations with administrators, teachers, and members

of the Quebradillas community. The third, and ratz)st extensively

utilized, was a questionnaire given to 810 studatts in the

three schools previously described. This number represents

almost the entire student population available. Si.nce the

main method of gathering data was the questionnaare, the

grades one through four were eliminated from the study because

it was felt that reliable information would be daf.ficult to

obtain owing to the studentst lack of experience wIt:a question-

naires and their limited knowledge of written Spnlai at that

age. This opinion was shared by the Englis sup%rvisor for

Quebradillas and the director of Cocos. In liglA of the

comparative nature of the study, eighth grade wa the upper

limit due to the fact that San Rafael does net bzwe a ninth

grade at present. The questionnaire was designeq to be readily
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comprehensible to the students in all grade levels administered,

a factor which accounts for the rather simple wording in most

questions. It was thought that if more definitive answers

were requested, a certain amount of confusion might occur,

especially in the lower grades, and Possibly invalidate the

results. As an alternative, the questions were kept general

in nature, ampealing to trends rather than sorting out specific
ih vts WP rS

tHIMPRW' differences4 Once the questionnaire was developed in

English, it was then translated into the vernacular by the

English supervisor for Quebradillas, Mrs. Sonia Borges. The

translator was requested to translate as precisely as possible

so as not to change the intended meaning of the questions.

The only significant change made from the original copy was

in question fourteen. e original question was to have

read, "Have you ever lived in an English speaking community?"

In the Spanish version, the term community was changed to

read counLyy. It was maintained by Mrs. Borges, and subse-

quently verified by other members of the teaching community,

that the students would not be familiar enough with the

intended meaning of the term English speaking community to be

able to distinguish between a community Where English is used

and a community where English is the predominant language.

Az a final check of the questionnaire, a bi-lingual, native

English speaker was adked to translate the questionnaire from

Spanidh back to English. The only information supplied to
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the translator was that it was a questionnaire and that it

was intended primarily for students between the grades five

and eight. The tranalation indicated that the Spanish version

was accurate in expressing the intent of the original. Copies

of the original and the two branslations can be found in the

appendix. The questionnaire was then duplicated in the vernac-

ular and submitted to a test sample involving one class each,

fifth through eighth, at Cocos and one sixth grade at Betances.

The results failed to indicate any discrepancies in the question-

naire design, so that it was then administered to all the classes

from fifth through eighth grades at the three schools involved

in the study. The questionnaire itself was administered by the

classroom teacher following a.set of instructions written in

the vernacular. A copy of the instructions can be found in

the appendix. In addition to the written instructions, the

author also conferred with the individual teachers as to the

content of the questionnaire. In the case of San Rafael, the

director of the school assumed the responsibility of instructing

the individual teachers by using the written instructions and

by following the oral instructions given to her by the author.

The primary gOal of the questionnaire was to measure the atti-

tudes pOssessedbystudents'in the grades five thrOugh eight

toard English as a second language. Theh
.-CocvszA bAn

naire wastafts s-ooken English, blit because of the general

*-question-
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nature of the questions, other forms, such as writtenAwere not

necessarily excluded. The questionnaire was intended to reflect

the students' personal Point of view within the broad context

of the formal English classroom situation and was not intended

to measure the broader economic, political, or social ramifi-

cations surrounding the teaching of English as a second language

in Puerto Rico. Because it is realized that the student&

personal point of view cannot be completely separated from these

broader aspects, an attempt was made to avoid any such refer-

ences to keep the direct influence to a minimum.

To obtain an overview of the general trends produced by the

questionnaire, each answer was assigned either a positive,

negative, or neutral value. A positive value constituted a

factor which indicated a favorable or positive attitude toward

English. For example, in question number seventeen, a ryes li

answer, which states that the respondent would take English

if It were not requied, was scored as a positive factor.

The factors which wo41d indicate an unfavorable attitude

toward English were assigned a negative value, as, for example,

in the c se of a Ino" answer to question number seventeen,

which states that the respondent would not take English if it

were not required. A neutral value was assigned to those

answers which would not indicate either a clear positive or

negative response. The resulting value for the entire
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questionnaire ranged from a positive fifteen to a negative

fifteen. Each questionnaire was then totaled in terms of the

number of positive or negatie factors indicated. A high

number of -positive factors would indicate a generally favor-

able attitude toward English, and, conversely, a negative

number of factors would indicate an unfavorable attitude

toward English. To test the validity of the scale, the

students were divided into two separate groups. The first

group consisted of those students exhibiting a probability

of a high level of achievement in English language acauisition.

The second group was made up of those students with a limited

Probability of a high level of achievement in English acqui-

sition. It was concluded that those students with a higher

level of achievement would possess a more positive attitude

toward English than those students with a lower level of

achievement. The criteria for placement in group one was

derived from data in question fifteen. Group one was identi-

fied as those students who had spent at least one continuous

year in an English speaking environment beyond the age of

five. The period of one year was to insure sufficient contact

with native speakers of English. The five year old age limit

was established to insure a higher probability of contact

with English outside of the home. It was reasoned that below

the age of five, the child would largely come into contact

with his Spanish speaking family. Only when the child was
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old enough to attend school would outside contact be most

likely. Cbviously, such criteria have numerous exceptions,

but in this author's opinion, such standards offer a fairly

reliable indicator of a higher level of achievement in spoken

English. The second group, which comprised the majority of

the student population, consisted of those students with

limited or no extended contact with an English speaking

environment. Again, there are exceptions to the second

group, sinae a number of students obtain a high degree of

proficiency in English without coming into contact with an

English speaking environment. Also, this does not imply

that a person cannot have a positive attitude toward English

unless he has a command of the language. With these two

groups established, the scores were then tabulated for the

two groups by grade and school. The results are graphically
12y

represented in_figure 1 on page 14. As can be seen /

the graph, the first group exhibited a substantially
1

greater number of positive factors at all grade levels than

those in group two. From this it can be concluded that there

does exist a _positive relationship between the score obtained

by a student and his attitude toward English.

Assuming that.the devised scale represents an accurate indi-

cation.of positive and negative student attitudes toward

English as a second langUage, the scalecan then be applied
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to the total tested student population of each school in

question. Ihe relative placement of a school would reflect

the prevailing positive or negative attitudes Possessed by

the students and in turn suggest the type of student-created

environment that exists toward English as a second language.

Since all three schools placed within the oositive range on

the scale, as shown in figure 1, it can be concluded that

there does exist a predominantly positive attitude among the

students in quebradillas toward English as a second languaga.

On a breakdown by individuol schools, San Rafael placed the

highest on all grade levels. The probable cause for San

Rafael's higher placement lies in the nature of the Catholic

private school system, which uses English as the medium of

instruction, and as a result, requires the students to develop

a degree of proficiency in that language. Between the two

public schools, Betances ranked slightly higher than Cocos on

all grade levels. This would suggest that the urban schools

project a more positive environment toward English as a

second language than do the rural schools. This stands to

reason since. it might be expected that students in an urban

environment_unuld.be able-to realize a need for English along

socio-economic lines at an earlier Rge than rural students.

BRsed on the evidence suggested by the positive-negative

sCale, it can be further concluded that San Rafael ekhibits

the most positive student created environment toward English
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as a second language of the three schools tested. Betances

and Cocos exhibit similar environments with Setances being

slightly more positive.

Based on the conclusion that the students between the grades

five and eight possess a generally positive attitude toward

English as a second language, the responses given by: the

students for each question can be analyzed to find out-what

:are the determining factors in producing the prevailing
CXAGANf s

attitUde. Such an attailya,sea4en would also indicate some of the

factors affeating the relative placement of one school to

another in_terms of student attitudes. To do this, the

.questionnaire:wasAdvided into five:topical areas. The first

part was-used:to: obtain statistical data relating to age, sex,

year in _school, and grades received in English. The second

area dealt with 'the background of the student with regard to

his contact:With English. .Questions six, seven, eight, and

fourteen fall within this category. The third area. measured

the amount of English used by the student. In question.number

nine, tabulations were made using only those students Who

answered A or B to either question six or Seven, or anSwered

"-yes" to question numbereight. Thus, only those students

hsving an opportunity to use EngliSh in accordance with, the

:queStionS Were Considered. 14 questions ten and eleven, the

entire teStedpopUlatiOn was! considered. TWO questions were
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devoted to the fourth area, parental attitude. Questions

twelve and thirteen dealt with this topic. The last section

of the questionnaire and the most extensive, cavered the

area of the student's felt needs as related to his acquisition

of English. This topic was braken down into two parts, one

being the student's present felt need for English and the

other being the student's future projection of his need for

English. Questions sixteen through twenty-one relate t

this area.

Since the first part,of the questionnaire is largely statistical

data about the students, we can begin with a consideration of

part two which deals with the student's background in relation-

ship to English. In question number six, each student was

requested to rate his father's ability to speak English by

selecting one of the answers that were provided. No guide-

lines were established for the students to_follow in their

evaluation, and as a result, each student was to rely lipon

his own perception of his father's ability to speak_ English.

Taking the totals for all of the students in the test group

36% estimated that their fathers spoke English very well, and

30% of the students rated their fathers as speaking some

English, giving a combined total of 66% of the fathers being

rated as having some ability in spoken English. The remaining

34% rated their fathers as having no speaking ability in
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English. The fact that a majority of the tested students

perceived their fathers as having some ability in English

would, in terms of this paper, constitute a positive

influencing factor in producing a favorable attitude on the

part of the students toward English as a second language.

The results of question number six, as broken down by individ-

ual school, stated that 59% af the students tested from Snn

Rafael rated their fathers as speaking English very well.

The two public schools had a much lower percentage, with

35% of the Betances students rating their fathers as speaking

well and 30% of the Cocos students rating their fathers as

speaking well. Of significance is that 90% of the students

from San Rafael rated their fathers as having some ability

in spoken English, while at Betances only 65% similarly rated

their fathers. Cocoa had the lowest combined total of the

three schools with 597o rating their fathers as having some

ability in English. As can be seen in graph 6.1 in the

aPpendix, San Rafael had a higher percentage of fathers

speaking English very well on all gr,,,de levels. The two

public schools, however, did have a certain amount of varia-

tion by grade level in relation to each other. Dramatic

fluctuations such as shown in graph 6.2 for the seventh

grade at Cocos could have resulted thraugh influence from

the teacher or ather students in the room. A comparison of

graphs 6.1 6.2 6.3 and 6.4 indicates that the studentst
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perception of their fathers' ability in English is not

influenced greatly by the students' age, since the results

were generally stable by grade level. The worAing in question

number seven was the same as in question number six with the

exception (that the word mother was substituted for the

word father. The results for questions six and seven were

similar though a slightly lower percentage of mothers were

rated as speaking English very well. For the total tested

pooulation, 20 of the students' mothers were classified as

speaking English well, with 37% rated as speaking some

English. The combined total of mothers rated as having some

ability in English was 60% as compared to 66% for the fathers.

Again, as in the case of the fathers, 90% of the students

from San Rafael felt that their mothers had same ability in

English. In contrast with the above percentage, the students

from the publia schools indicated that less than fifty percent

of their mothers spoke any English. The Combined total in

the two public schools was 48% and 44% for BPtances and Cocos

respectively. In graphs 7.1 and 7.2, it can be seen that the

public school figures fluctuated in relation to each other by

grade level, while San Rafael maintained the highest percen-

tage along all grade levels.for the three schools. The .

combination of questions six and seven indicates that parental

ability in English is a positive factor influencing the

general attitude of the students tested. The fact that a
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----higher percentage of parents at San Rafael tend to speak

English as compared to the parents_of.the public school

children could explain a more positive attitude among the

students at San Rafael towards English-as a second language.

In question number eight, the student was .asked if anyone

cp-ther than. his 1..ather ormother_o. spoke English. The

student was not asked to estimate the degree of ability but

rather to simply respond with a "yes" or a "no." The type

of relationship was not specified, since in Puerto Rico, due

to the closeness of the extended family, persons other than

the immediate family may be living within the same household.

64% of the total tested population answered "yes," stating

that there was someone living in their house who sooke

English. San Rafael and Betances reported similar results

with 78% and 71% respectively saying "yes." Cocos, on the

other hand, reported that only 49% of the students had some-

one living in their house who spoke English. One explanation

for the lower percentage at Cocos may be in terms of the

contrastive environments of urban versus rural. The people

living in Las _Cocos would be-less likely to be dependant upon

English in supporting themselves, since many are self-employed

in agriculture or work in small busineeses catering to a

localized Spanish-speaking clientele. Between the tWo public

schools, the higher percentage of English speakers in the

urban households would be a factor accounting for a greater
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positive attitude toward English as a second language among

the students at Betances than at Cocos. Ooncluding part two

of the auestionnaire concerning the students contact with

English was question number fourteen, which asked if the

student had ever lived in an English speaking country. All

of the students who responded "yes" to this question designated

the United States as the country they had lived in. Almost

one-third, av(2970) of all the students tested said that they

had lived in the United States during some period of their

lives. All three schools reported similar results, though

San Aafael had the highest percentage, followed by Betances

and Cocos. The large number of students in the test *popula-

tion that had spent a Dart of their life in the United States

would be an influencing factor in oroducing a generally

positive attitude of the students toward English as a second

language.

The third section of the questionnaire deals with the students'

use of English outside of the formal classroom setting. As
klfut atscusstov,

stated earlier in
A
question number nine, only those students

were considered who indicated in questions six, seven, or ...

eight that there was someone living in their household who

had some ability to speak English. Question number nine

asked how often they spoke English to the people living in

their house. Only 7% of the total tested population checked
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that they spoke English often, while 64% said that they

almost never spoke English in the home. The remaining 29%

indicated that they sometimes used English in the home.

San Rafael, with 14%, had the highest percentage of students

who said they spoke English often, but this figure is possibly

misleading due to the large number of students in the sixth

grade who said_ they spoke English often. The disproportion-

ate percentage in the sixth grade may have been caused by a

-cmnment made by the teacher giving the questionnaire or by

same other unknown factor. Betances and Cocos both had an

identical figure of 6% of the students saying they spoke

English often. On the opposite end of the scale, San Rafael

had the lowest number of students sgying they almost never
A

spoke English.
1

Betances and Cocos had

noticeably high percentages at 65% and 71% respectively.

The extreme difference between the public and private schools

may be caused by a greater ability to use English on the part

of the private school students, since they are more dependent

upon English production in the classroom than are the public

school students. It is clear from the responses to this

question that English is seldam used in the home to any great

extent. Perhaps much is due to an inability to use English,

but in the case of the San, Rafael students, where supposedly

there is sufficient ability coupled with a large number of

parents who speak English, Spanish is still the predominant
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language used at home. Question number ten asked the students

to estimate the amount of English language television they

viewed. Radio was excluded because of the limited amount of

English language broadcasting received within the Quebradillas

area. With regard to television broadcasting, it must be

taken into account that- the majority of programming received

in Quebradillas is in Spanish or with Spanish dubbed over the

original English. There still remains, however, a considerable

amount of English language programming available within the

area. L-Only 27% of the tobal test group

reported that they almost never watched English language

programs. The majority 1(73%1 said they watched some English
1 /

language programs. The three schools presented similar results

though the San Rafael students had the highest figures for
ka

indicating that they-- watched-- television often. As shown in

graph 10.1, it would seem, with the exception of Cocos, that

the younger students perceiveathemselves as watching more

television than do the older students. Aside from the

students' relative ability to perceive amounts, two factors

may account for this tendency. One is that the younger

children are sometimes required by their teachers to view

specific programs in English. Such is the case with the

fifth and sixth grades at Betances. Also, many of the

cartoon shows which would appeal more to the younger children

are not dubbed into Spanish. Generally, though, there is
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little consistency by grade level in relationship to English

television viewing. Based on the results of question number

ten as compared with questions nine and eleven, it would seem

that English language television is one of the major contacts

that the students have with spoken English outside of the

English classroom. In question number eleven, the students

were asked to estimate how often they spoke English outside

of the home. The students were not to consider their English

class in answering the question. The results indicated that

the students were more apt to use English outside of the home

than inside. 64% of the students at Betances and 695 of the

students at Cocos said that they almost never spoke English

outside o the home. By contrast, only 365 of the students

from San Rafael stated that they almost never spoke English

outside of the home. For the total test group, only 9%

stated that they spoke English very often. 295 said that

they spoke English sometimes, while the majority et:62°4 of

the students reported that they almost never spoke English

outside of the hame. Concluding section three it can be

seen fairly clearly that Spanish is the medium for personal

communication. The use of English is confined largely to

the classroom or to situations where English is necessary

to achieve the desired communication.

Section four concern's itself primarily with parental attitudes
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toward their children learning English. Questions twelve

and thirteen analyze this aspect of the questionnaire.

Question number twelve asked the student if he felt his

parents wanted him to learn English. The results for the

tested PoPulation indicsted that the parents were overwhelm-

ingly in favor of their children learning English, with

88% of the students answer:ng "yes." For those who did not

check "yes" to the question, only 1% said "no," while the

remaining 11% indicated that they did not know. It would

seem then that the students, in most cases, sense a strong,
A-tux

positive attitude on the part of their parents 'DEFT. their
/L

learning English. If there exists a less than positive

attitude in some parents, it probably reflects more of a

lack of concern than outward opposition. At San Rafael,

where English is the language of instruction, the lack of

opposition to English would suggest that one of the reasons

that parents send their children

the children may learn. English.

to that school is so that

96% of the students at

San Rafael answered "yes" to question twelve, Vnile

answered that they were not sure. Betances and Cocos regis-

tered only 1% of parents in opposition, with 88% and 85%

respectively in favor. The remaining percentages of students

in the two schools were uncertain as to their parents' atti-

tudes. Therefore, even though Spanish is the vernacular, the
-

:-parents of the publitschool children arestrongly In fa7or
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of their children learning English. The results of question

thirteen possibly shed some light on the type of concern the

parents have for English. 61% of the students tested indicated

that they felt their parents place about the same value on

English as on their other subjects. That the parents did not

place English above the other subjects perhaps &uggests that

they see English, when combined with the other subjects, as

a necessary tool for their children's future rather than as

an end in itself. Even with that possibility in mind, 36% of

the students did check that they thought their parents were

more concerned-about their English grades than the other

subjects, suggesting that for some, English is,still regarded

as somewhat sPecial. 3% of the students felt that their

parents were less concerned about their English grades. One

reason for this could be an obvious lack of concern on the

part of the parents. Another reason might be that the parents

felt that their children were getting an adequate background

in the language, so that additional concern was not needed.

Still another reason could be that the parents do not see a

need for English instruction in their children's education.

Cocos, wlth had the highest percentage of stl'dents

stating that their parent& were more concerned about their

English grades indicating perhaps a greater sensitivity

among rural parents to the 'future mobility offered to their

children via an ability to use English. The two urban schools
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reported similar results, with Betances at 31% for more

concerned and San Rafael at 30% in the same category. Perhaps

as a result of the private schoollsiuse of English in the

classroom. San Rafael iturd 576 of students state that their
-A A

parents were- less concerned as compared to 4% for Cocos and

2% for Betances. From the two questions, it is easily con-

cluded that the parents are very much in favor of their

children learning English. The children, then, are subjected

to a positive influence from their parents for learning

English. Since the students tested are relatively young

and for the most part under the influence of the parents,
Ve CIA-

it can be suggested that the students' attitudes zre=mgmh
A

'their parents' attitudes.

In the fifth section of the questionnaire, questions sixteen

through twenty-one deal with the students' personal attitudes

toward English as a second language. In question sixteen,

the students were asked if they thought that English should

be a required subject in the schools. The results were over-

whelmingly in favor of English being required, with 95% of

the total test group answering "yes." 2% indicated that it

should not be required while the remaining 3% said that they

yere not sure. All three schools produced results within

three percentage points of each other, with San Rafael at

93%, Betances at 94%, and Cocos the highest at 96%. The
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remaining percentages for each school were split between the

Enswers "no" and "not sure." As can be seen in the graphs in

the appendix, there was little variabion by grade level. The

results of question sixteen clearly indicated that the students

felt the need for English within the curriculum or at least

accept the English requirement in the

of question number seventeen offer an

schools. The results

interesting contrast to

those of number sixteen. Question seventeen asked the students

if they would take English if it were not a required subject.

While the results Implied that the students wgre strongly in

favor of taking English, the percentages were significantly

lower than thoge in question sixteen. Only 81% of the students

said that they would take English if it were not required as

compared to the 95% who had previously stated 1,hat English

should be required. 8% of the students said that they would

not take English if it were not required, End 11% said that

they were not sure. As with question number sixteen, all

three schoo/s reported similar results. From the graphs

shown in the appendix, it is suggested that the number of

students who would itake English if it were not required

decreases in the upper grade levels. A comparison of questions

sixteen and seventeen suggests that, while the students feel

a strong need for English as a second language, th.ey are

perhaps less enthusiastic about the prospects of attending a

formal class in English. The results of question number
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eighteen, which asked the students if they considered English

more, less or of equal importance in relation to their other

subjects, followed the same pattern as those in question

number thirteen, which had to do with their perception of their

parents' attitude toward English. 41% of the students felt

that English was mo3e important than their other subjects,

while 56% said that it was of equal importance. Only 3%

indicated that they thought English was less importnnt. As

can be seen in the graphs in_the appendix, there was very

little consistency between the grade levels. In question

nineteen and twenty-, the students were asked if English was

important to them now, and if they thought it would be impor-

tant to them in the future. The results of both questions

were only two percentage points apart, stating overwhelmingly

that they felt that English was important. For question

nineteen, 90% of the students said "yes," and in question

twenty, 92% said yes." It can be projected that one of the

major reasons for the positive resPonse to question nineteen

is the fact that the students are required to take English

in the schools This is in light of the fact that most of

the students indicated very little usage of English outside

of the formal classroom setting. Surprisingly enough, the

students_ at San Rafael had the highest percentage of 11nr

answers to question nineteen, but again 'pie difference was

not great enough to support any definite conclusions. In
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both questions, there was a higher percentage of uncertainty

than negative feeling toward the value of English either for

the present or in the future. In the final question, the

students were requested to indicate where they thought they

would use English after the age of twenty-one. The students

were given three choices relating to future situations

(university, job, and travel) and one choice to indicate

that they felt that they would not use English. Due to the

lack of .scecific instructions in the questionnaire, the

students in some classes checked more than one item, while

in other classes the students indicated the one area they

felt they were most likely to use English. However, the

results-as a wholeI suggest trends relating to

the students projections for future use of English. Oat of

the 810 stadents involved in the study, only 21I :1KALcm+41

that they would not use English after they were

twenty-one years old. The majority of the students indicated

that they felt they would use English and checked the three

choices in fairly equal proportions. More specifically,

university was checked 469 times jobs 396 times and travel

355 times. It would seem that many of the-students are

motivated to develop an ability in English by a desire to

continue their education beyond high school. Thia would also

indicate a felt need to develop an ability in English to meet

professional requirements.



Conclusion

From the evidence presented in this study, it can be concluded

that there does exist a positive attitude toward English as a

second language among the majority of the students between

the grades five through eight in Quebradillas, Puerto Rico.

It can be further concluded that the attitudes toward English

as a second language are more pobitive at Colegio San Rafael

than at the two public schools involved in the study. Finally,

between the two public schools, the students at Betances

exhibit a slightly more positive attitude toward English as

a second language than do the students at Cocos.

While the evidence does not demonstrate that the popular

contention cited earlier in the study regarding negative

attitudes on the part of the students toward English class

is invalid, it does indicate th t the proposed negative

feelings are not specifically directed toward English as a

second language itself. As a result, if such negative feel-

ings do exist, they would be directed toward same aspect of

the fonmal classroom structure. One possibility for this

negativism, as suggested by the evidence contained in the

questionnaire, is with respect-bo the method of instruction.

As stated earlier, Puerto Rico has adopted a standardized

English aurriculum for the teaching of English as a second
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language. ThM me.thod is based on the assumption that English

is used extensively throughout the environment,

'While the questionnaire indicated

that a large number of persons do possess a degree of ability

in spoken English, it is also demonstrated that within the

area under study, English is not utilized as a personal means

of communication. This observation, coupled with the fact

that an overwhelming number of students expressed a felt need

for English would suggest that English is regarded as useful

for professional rather .than personal encounters. Therefore,

since English does not assume an important position with

respect to the students1 personal lives, it might be concluded

that English might better be taught as a foreign language,

concurrent with the manner in which English is presently used

in the area. This observation would need to be substantiated .

by further research, but in the experience of the author as

a teacher, the present prescribed method of instruction
in 4-136

attempts to cover too much-language material andibc=cpsOPUMY

in light of the fact that the students are not reinforcing

what is learned in class through use outside of class. Even

though the student may desire to develop an ability in English,

he is generally not able to digest the volume of information

quickly enough and, as a result, falls behind and becames

frustrated by his lack of progress in terms of the material

being presented. Teaching English as a foreign language
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takes into account that the student generally will not make

use of the language outside of the formal class and structures

the flow of material accordingly.
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1. Name of school

2. Age

3. Sex

QUESTIONNAIRE

L. Year in school

5. What grade did you receive In
English for:

First grade period?

Second grade period?

How well does your father speak English?

A. He speaks English very well.

B. He does not speak English very well.

C. He does not speak any English.

7. How well does your mother speak English?

A. She speaks English very well.

B. She does not speak English very well.

C. She does not speak any English.

8. Does anyone in your house other than your mother and father
speak English?

Yes No

9. How often do you try to speak English to the people living in your
house?

very often sometimes almost never

10. How often do you watch English language T.V. programs?

very often sometimes almost never

11. How often do you speak English Outside of your house (do not
count EngliSh class)?

very often sometimes almost never

12. Do you think that yoUr parents want you to learn English?

Yes No Do'not know

13. Are your parents as concerned about your English grades as they are
about the grades in your other subjectS?

more concerned less concerned about the same
for all subjects



14.. Have you ever lived in an English speaking community?

Yes No

15. If the answer to fourteen waa Yes, where did you live?

How long did you live there?
(months) (yearIET-

How old were you when you first went there?

16. Do you think you should have to take English in achool?

II

Yes No Do not know

17. Would you take English in school if you did not have to?

Yes No Not'sure_i_

18. Do-you think English is as important as yoar other aabjects such as
math, history, and science?

more important less important about the same

19. Do,you think that knowing English is necesaary to you now?

Yes No Not sure.

20. Do you think that knowing English will be necessary for you alter
you are twenty-one years old?

Yes No Not aare

21. Where do you think you will use your English after you are twenty-
One years old?

university job travel will not use
English

22. If.you have any comments concerning Your learning English, please

write them in the space below. You may either use English or

Spanish.
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III

CUESTIONARIC

1. Escuela

2. Edad 5. &QUe'hota tuviste en ingles en:

3. Sexo Primer trimestre

4. Grado Segundo trinestre

6. 2,C(5.mo habla tu paTz4 el inglets?

A. Habla ingle0's muy bien.:

B. No habla ingles muy bien.

C. Ho sabe hablar inraes.

7. LComo habla tu nam( el ingles?

A. Habla ingles muy

B. No habla inglers muy bien.

I.
C. No sabe hablar

8. &Hay alguipn en tu casa ademas de tu mama y tu papa que hablen
ingle's?

Si No

0 LHablas ingles con las personas cue viven en tu casa?

_a menudo a veces casi nunca

10. LVes programas de television en ing es?.

a Menudo a veces casi nunca
_ ., .,11, LHablas inglps

/
Iuera de tu casa en situaciones que no sean la

clase de ingle's

a menudo a veces casi nunca

12. Orees que tus padres quipren que aprendas ingles?

Si No No se

&Se preocupan tus padres por tus nOtas en)_a claSe dp
tanto coMo en: las notas de las derad's

mas preocupados -menos preocupados igual:POr
todas las clases



14. Llias vivido alRuna vez en un pais-donde se hable ingle's?

SI No

15. Si tu contestacian a la 14 fue SI, Ldonde viviste?

LPor cunto tienpo viviste en ese pais?
(neses)

LQue edad tenias cuanto fuiste ahi par primera vez?

Iv

(arias)

16. LCrees que debes eager clases de ingle's en la escuela?

SI No Ne.se

17. Oogerias clases de inglA si no tuvieras aue hacerlo?

Si No No

18. LCreesque el ingles es tan importante como la historia, la
natamStica, y la ciencia?

mas importante menos inportante igual de
importantes

1 . 'Orees Que es necesario Para ti saJler ahora?

si No No estoy seguro

20. Orees aue aaher ingles sera necesario para ti despues que tengas
21 alias de edad?

SI No No estoy seguro

21. Odnde crees.usaras el ingle/ s despues de tener 21 arias?

universidad trabajo viajes 'no usare
ingles

0
22. 'Sittenes camentarios que hader en cuanto el aprender ingles,

por favor escribelos en el espacia a continuaciein. lpuedea usar
ingl4s o eapanol.



1. Name of school

Questionnaire (Retranslation)

2. Age 5. What grade djAyou receive in
English in:

3. Se± /

First quarter

4. Year in school Second quarter

6. How Well does your father speak English?

A. He speaks English very well

B. He doesn't speak English very well

C. He doesn't speak English

V

7. How well does your mother speak English?

A. She speaks English very well

B. She doesrlt speak English very well

C. She doesn't speak English

8. Dom someone else in your family (house) other than your mother
or father speak English?

Yes No

9. Do you speak English with the people who live in your house?

regularly sometimes almost never

10. Do you watch T.V. programs in English?

regularly sometimes almost never

.11. DO yoU speak English outside of your house in- situations other
than the English class?

regularly sometimes almost never

12, DO you think your parents want you to learnEnglish?:

-Yes NO

13. Are(your parents as interetted,in the grades you receive in the
English ClasS aS in the rest of your clasSes?

more interested less interested equally
interested



14. Have you ever lived in an English speaking country?

Yes No

VI

15. If_ your.- answer.. inznumber- fourteen-was Yes, where did you live?

How long did you live in-this country?
(months) (years)

How old were you when you-went there for the first time?

16. Do you think that you _should have to take Englieh in school?

Yes No Don't'know

17. Would you take English if you didn't have to?

Yes No Don't know _

18. Do you think English is as important as history, math, and science?

more important less important equally
important

19. Do you think it's necessary now for you to know English?

Yes No _Not sure

20. Do you think it will_be necessary. that you know English after
you're twenty-one?

Yes No Not sure

, 21. Where do you think you'll use English after you're twenty one?

university job travel will not
use English
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-Instructions for the teacher:

This questionnaire is part of a master's thesis by John Adams,

a teacher at Los Cocos. There are no correct answers to the

questions so that no matter how the student answers, it cannot

be considered either right or wrong. It is very important

that the student attempts to answer each question on his own,

as honestly as possible. Your cooperation will be appreciated.

How to give the questionnaire:

1. Give each student a questionnaire.

2. Read the entire questionnaire including answers to the

students.

3. Explain to the students that they are to read each question

and then pick the best answer. They are to put a check

mark (VI) on the line next to the answer they want.

L. Explain to the student that no one will know how he

answered the questionnaire.
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Instrucciones para el maestro:

El siguiente cuestionario forma parte de la tesis para la

maestr&-del Sr. John Adams, maestro en Los Cocos. No hay

contestaciones correctas de modo que no importe como conteste

el estudiante-porque ninguna contestacAn no puede ser

considerada ni buena ni mala. Es importante que cada

estudiante conteste todas las preguntas sin ayuda y con

sinceredad. Su cooperacion seria muy apreciada.

Camo llenar el cuestionario:

1. Dea cada estudiante un cueStitnario.

2. Lealo todo a los estudiantes indlUyendo las contestaciones.

3. Explique-aIos- ettudiantes-aue deben leer cada pregunta y

esoojer la-cont'estacion que major convenga. Deben indicar

_ dontestacion-por un V/' en el blanco a su lado.

4. Explica al estudiante clue nadie sepa como contesto las

preguntas.
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GRAPH 6.1

A. Father speaks English vary well

Cocos Betances San Rafael
30% 35% 59%
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B. Father does not speak English
very well

Cocos Betances San Rafael
29% 30% 31%

5th0 6th, 7th, 8th,
grade
level 5th. 6th, 7th. 8th.

GRAPH 6.3

C. Father does not speak any.
English

Cocos Betances San Rafael
41% 35% 10%
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Totals per answer(

# A # B #C
36% 30% 34%
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GRAPH 7.1

A. Mother s,-laks English very
well

Cocos Betances San Rafael
12% 19% 44%
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B. Mother does not speak English
very well

'Cocos BetaneeS San Rafael
32% 29% 4_6%

5th. 6th:. 7th. 8th.

GRAPH 7.3

C. Mother does not speak an
English

Cocos Betances San Rafael
56% 52% 10%

grad
level
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GRAPH 74

Totals peranswer:

# A # B # C
23% 37% 4o%
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GRAPH 8.1 I I GRAPH 0.2

A. Yes, someone in house other B. No, no one in house speaks
than parents speak English English (other than parents)

Cocos Botanees San Rafael Cocos setanees San Rafael
149% 71% 78% 51% 29% 22%
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7th, atia .

Totals per answer

0 A #
64% 36%
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GRAPH 9.1

A. Try to speak English in house
very often

Cocos Betances San Rafael
6% 6% 14%
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GRAPH 9.2

B. Sometimeq try to speak
English in the house

Cocos altances San Rafael
29% 23% 47%

Sth. 6th. 7th. 8th.
grade
level 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th.

GRAPH 9.3

C. Almost never try to speak
English in the 'use

Cocos Betanees San Rafael
65% 71% 39%
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Totals per answer

# A # B
7% 29% t4
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GRAPH 10.1

A. Watch English language T.V.
programs very often

Cocos Betances San Rafael
20% 26% 32%
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B. Sometimes watch English
language T.V. programs

Cocos Betances San Rafael
49% 49% 44%

5th. 6th. 7th. 8th.
grade
level 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th.

GRAPH 10.3

C. Almost never watch English
language T.V. programs

Cocos Betances San Rafael
31% 25% 24%

GRAPH 10.4

Totals per ,answer

25% 48% 27%
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GRAPH 11.1

A. Speak English outside of house
very often

GRAPH 11.2

B. Sometimes speak English
outside of house

Cocos Eetances San Rafael Cocos Betances San Rafael
9% 6% 23% 22% 30% 41%
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C. Almost never speak English
outside of house

Totals per answer

Cocos Eetances San Rafael # A # B # C
69% 64% 36% 9% 29% 62%
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GRAPG 12.1

A. Yes, parenta want student to
learn English

GRAPH 12.2

B. No, parents do not want
student to learn English

Cocos Betances San Rafael
85% 88% 96%
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C. Do not know if parents want
student to learn English

Totals per answer
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GRAPH 13.1

A. Parents are more concerned about
English grades

Cocos Betances §an Rafael
47% 31% 30%
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GRAPH 13.2

B. Parents are less concerned
about English grades

Cocos Betances San Rafael
4% 2% 5%

5th. 6th. 7th. 8.h.
grade
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C. Parents have about the same
concern for all subjects

Cocos Betandes San Rafael
49% 67% 65%
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Totals per answer

# A #B # C
36% 3% 61%
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GRAPH 140

A. Yes, student has lived in an
English speaking country

GRAPH 14.2 .

B. No. student has not lived in
. an English speaking country

Cocos Betances San Rafael COCOS Betances San Rafael
25%. 29% 37% 75% 71% 63%
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Totals per answer
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# A. he B
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XVIII

GRAPH 16.1

A. less student should have to
take English in school

Cocos Betances San Rafael
96% 94% 93%
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GRAPH 16.2

B. No student should not have t
take English in school

Cocos Betances San Rafael
2% 2% 3%

5th. 6th. 7th. bth.
grade
level 5th. 6th. 7th. 8th.

GRAPH 16.3

C. Do not know if student should
have to take English in school

Cocos Betances San Rafael
2% 4%
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Totals per answer

# A # B lEG
95% 2% 3%



GRAPH 1 7 .1

A. Yes, would take English if did
not have to

Cocos Betances San Rafael
80% 81% 36%

5th.. 6th. 7th... 8th.
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XIX

GRAr. 17.2

B. Nos would not take English
if did not have to

Cocos Betances an Rafael
10% 7% 6%

2

5th. 6th. 7th. Oth.

GRAPH 17.3

Fot sure if would take English
if did not have to

Cocos Betances San Rafael
10% 12% 3%
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GRAPH 17.4

Totals per answer'

# A B #
81% 8% 11th



XX

GRAPH 1 8.1

A. English more important than
other subjects

Cocos Betances San Rafael
43% 40% 36%

5th. , 6th. 7th.
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B. English less important than
other subjects

Cocos Betances San Rafael
2% 3% 6%

oth.
grad
leve Sth. 6th, 7th. Oth.

GRAPH 18.3

C. English has about the same
importance as other subjects

Cocos Betances San Rafael
55% 57% 58%
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Totals per answer

# A # B C
41% 3% 56%
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XXI

GRAPH 19.1

A. Yes, knowing English is
necessary now

GRAPH 19.2

B. No, knowing English is not
necessary now

Cocos Betances San Rafael Cocos Betances San Rafael
89% 91% 89% 3% 2% 4%
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C.Not sure if knowing English is Totals per answer
'necessary now

-
1

Cocos Betances San Rafael
8% 7% 7%

# A # B # C
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XXII

GRAPH 20.1

A. Yes, knowing English will be
necessary after age 21

-GRAPH 20.2

B. No, knowing English will not
be necessary after age 21

Cocos Betances San Rafael Cocos Betances San Rafael
90% 93% 90% 14-% 3% 4%
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C. Not sure if English will be
necessary after age 21

Totals per answer.

Cocos Betances San Rafael
6% 4% 6%

# A # B # q
92% 3% 5%
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FOOTNOTES

1 Bernard Spolsky, TESOL Newsletter; February, 1971.

2 /
nr,

Joseph Kavetsky, eacher Training in English as a Second
Language at the University of Puerto Rico," Preparing the
EFL Teacher: A Projection of the 701s, Vol. 7 (The Center
for Curriculum DeveloPment, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., 1970),
P. 186.
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